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MARNAUT 2007 Dive report



LEG1 13/05/2007-15/05/2007



Campagne MarNaut Chef de mission : Pierre Henry / Celal Şengör Travaux réalisés par le Nautile N° absolu de plongée : 1641



Date : 13/05/2007



Observateur - Nom : Pierre HENRY - Spécialité : Géophysique - Organisme : CNRS Objectif(s) de la plongée : Recherche de zone d'expulsion de fluide Cold seep search



Pilote : Jean-Paul JUSTINIANO Navigateur engin : Franck ROSAZZA



Coordonnées du point d'arrivée sur le fond - Longitude : 29,0588 - Latitude : 40,7846 Profondeurs explorées pendant la plongée - Minimum : 1152 m - Maximum : 1265 m Durée totale de la plongée : 6:04



Durée sur le fond : 4:24



Equipements scientifiques - installés sur le submersible : Push corers - transportés dans la navette : - mouillés en autonome :



Travaux réalisés sur le fond - Distance parcourue : 2570 m -Travaux réalisés : Observation and sampling - Echantillons : 2 rock samples (R1,R2) – one push core - Nombre de bandes vidéo : 6 DVD - Nombre de photos : 75 pentax
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Nautle Dive 1641 (Marnaut 01) Date : 13/05/2007 Latitude : N40° 47.95' Longitude : E29° 02.9' Maximum depth : 1265 m (13/05/2007 10H00) Timing (GMT) begin dive : 10H30, on bottom: 10H49, leaving bottom, 15H13 Dive objectives: Victor ROV found only sparse evidence for active fluid seepage in Cinarcik basin. This dive site correspond to one of the few location where black patches were observed and was thus designated as a working site for fluid, gas, biological and microbiological sampling. Exploration with Nautile is also required as SAR data suggest that the zone of maximum outflow may be located at the slope break rather than on the talus explored with the ROV. Site survey data: EM300, ROV microbathymetry an observations, 3.5 kHz, MCS. Dive course: Start in basin, climb talus, crossing follow base of steep slope, looking for cold seeps. Find and sample outcrops on cliff. Instruments: push core rack Sampling plan: Push cores in black patches/bacterial mats Hard rock on cliff



Main results: Dive 1641 confirmed the presence of very active cold seeps at the base of the Cinarcik northern slope. Little evidence of seepage was found on the talus previously explored with the ROV. The newly found sites are located on the steeper talus near the base of the cliff. Four of them are fond immediately beneath basement outcrops at depth 1169 m, 1166 m, 1166 and 1171m, respectively. The nearly constant depth and the consistency between average outcrop orientation (N290-N310) and contour line strike suggests the outcrop and associated seepage sites are structurally controlled. Elongated black patches were found associated with N300 and N340 small faults or tension gashes affecting the scree south of an outcrop before the last stop. The line of outcrops presumably corresponds to the main fault trace. More seeps were found either upslope or downslope of this scarp, notably one site at about 1152 m, located on a scree slope. Fractures striking N340±10 are observed on the outcrops as well as N0, N80 joints. N340 corresponds to a regional fracture direction affecting the Paleozoic basement. These fractures could be reactivated as normal faults or transtensive strike-slip faults in the current tectonic context. A basement outcrop was sampled at the last stop (1642 – R1) and identified as green quartzite (likely carboniferous). Fallen blocks are common on the seafloor and generally covered with a sediment blanket of 1-10 cm tickness range. Carbonate cemented crusts are present at active seepage sites, and were sampled (1641 – R2) below the basement outcrop at the last stop. They do not form nice outcrops and their identification is not trivial based on visual evidence.
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The normal seafloor is poked by burials, 1-2 cm diameter, apparently inhabited by arthropods. Small mud burrowing animals with purple retractable tentacles or branchies are also common. Zones of active seepage comprise large patches of reduced sediments inhabited by cm long tube worms (likely polychaetes) in dense carpets. Some of these black patches have minimum dimensions of 20 m, which is rather exceptional. The reduced patches are generally rimmed by bacterial colonies with globules and filaments. Their visual appearance suggests some variability. Most mats are white or yellow. Puzzling pinkish specks may correspond to bacterial colonies or to half-buried bivalvs. Urchin tests are common on the seafloor around active sites. Small bivalvs are often found, but not systematically. Living individuals can be seen half buried in the sediment within or immediately around black patches. Highlights : Time Depth 12:01:40- 1170 12:26:51 12:34:25 1165 12:31:5712:40:50 12:50:4712:56:04 13:17:0713:21:00 13:28:2413:29:50 13:47:3713:53:32 13:54:2315:09:50 13:55:51



Lat



Lon



N 40 47,835



E 029 3,363



N 40 47,849



E 029 3,315



Active seep 1 and small outcrop, stopped for video 1 m high outcrop



1166



N 40° 47,851'



E 029° 3,307'



Active seep 2 below outcrop



1167



N 40 47,91



E 29 3,18



1153



N 40° 47,967'



E 029° 2,942'



Active seep 3 Small outcrop Active seep 4



1155



N 40 47,991



E 29 2,832



Active seep 5



11871179 11751171 1171



Spread out seepage N 40 48,015



E 29 2,691



Active seep 6 - sampling site 1 m high basement outcrop



Sample report : Sample Depth Nb (m)



Lat



Lon



R1



913 N 40 48,015 E 29 2,691



R2



1171 N 40 48,015 E 29 2,691



PC1 1171 N 40 48,015 E 29 2,691



Description



Quartzite with coral, split samples ITU/CEREGE Breccia, ITU, too small to be split Push core in black patch, discarded after 2 days in fridge
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Photo 1: Basement outcrop with N340 oblique fracture



Photo 2: Polychete carpet on large reduced sediment patch. Block on the foreground are fallen blocks
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Photo 3: Black patches with bacterial colonies and, likely, bivalves (pink specks)



Photo 4: Small (50 cm diameter) black patches with bacterial colonies around the edges. Patch lies on carbonate cemented breccia (sample 1641 – R2).
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Sample photos:
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Dive 1641 - 13/05/2007 - depth profile 14:33:37
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Introduction



L’objectif des essais à la campagne MARNAUT qui s’inscrivent dans le cadre du prolongement du projet SUBTECH est l’intercomparaison des performances de balises autonomes d’acquisition sismique, en termes d’enregistrement des ondes sismiques P et S en fonction de la configuration de son ensemble capteurs (tête sismique) et de l’installation de ce dernier dans le substrat sous-marin (couplage au sédiment). Parallèlement le département Géosciences Marines de l’Ifremer participe à la campagne MARNAUT afin d’étudier les méthodes et moyens de détection des évènements sismiques dans un but de prévention des risques naturels. L’implantation de réseau de capteurs de surveillance, OBS en particulier, est parmi ses objectifs ; Pour l’opération MARNAUT IFEMER et CGG ont convenu de mettre en œuvre comparativement lors de la campagne un certain nombre d’OBS apportés : o par l’IFREMER : plusieurs OBS type LOTOBS et si possible un MicrObs o par CGG : 1 OBS type ARMSS et 1 OBS type TRILOBIT o par développement commun : 2 OBS prototypes, 1 type « pieu » et 1 type « bulbe » à implanter plus ou moins profondément dans le substrat. L’OBS « pieu » est mis en place au câble par le navire et récupéré au moyen d’une ligne avec flottabilité accrochée au pieu au fond avec l’assistance du Nautile Les OBS IFREMER sont mis en place et récupérés depuis le navire Les 3 autres OBS sont déployés et récupérés au fond par le Nautile avec transfert surface fond et réciproquement par ascenseur
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Détail des travaux réalisés



Nuit du 13/05 : mise en place des OBS par le Navire Journée du 14/05 : plongée Nautile pour déployer les OBS CGG au fond



Opérations de préparation Mobilisation des différents OBS Activation des électroniques, initialisation et synchronisation des horloges (chaque OBS) Le pieu sismique est placé sur le ber de carottage Les OBS ARMSS, TRILOBIT et « bulbe » SPAN sont disposés dans l’ascenseur sur leurs supports spécifiques au moyen de la grue du bord. Gréement de la ligne ascenseur



Opérations avec le navire



Mouillage du LOTOBS au point J 40°48,234 ; 27°37,741 Mise à l’eau de l’ascenseur référence point J1(50m ouest point de mouillage LOTOBS) 40°48,237 ; 27°37,689 Mise en place du pieu au point J2 40°48,184 ; 27°37,675 La mise en œuvre pour le mouillage du pieu est calquée sur la mise en œuvre du carottage Kullenberg, avec pour seule différence que le pieu n’est pas lié au câble grand fond : o o



o



Le pieu sismique est placé verticalement sur le ber de carottage avec la grue du bord ; la ligne de poids pilote est ajustée pour obtenir une chute libre de 3 mètres avant que la pointe du pieu ne touche le sol, afin d’obtenir une pénétration de l’ordre de 3.5 mètres ; puis la procédure est identique à la mise en œuvre du carottage Kullenberg.
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Opérations au fond avec le Nautile _ plongée N° 1642 -



Rejoindre le pieux sismique Noter la position



-



Rejoindre l’ascenseur et prendre le SPAN Le Nautile sort le SPAN de l’ascenseur et va déposer l’ensemble sur le sol en allongeant le bulbe en premier à 30 m environ du pieu sismique. Puis, le bras de Nautile saisi le bulbe et l’enfoui dans le sédiment au maximum jusqu'à la poignée de manutention. Noter la position et photos de l’ensemble installé



-



Retour sur le pieu Evaluer la verticalité et l’enfoncement du pieu Æ photos sous 2 directions orthogonales Déclenchement manuel pour la séparation de la plaque inférieure « docking »



-



-



-



Rejoindre l’ascenseur et prendre l’ARMSS. Le Nautile sort l’ARMSS de l’ascenseur et va déposer l’ensemble sur le sol en allongeant le bulbe en premier à 30 mètres du pieu sismique et à 10 mètres du SPAN Vérifier bon encastrement du sismo dans le sédiment ; Noter la position et photos de l’ensemble installé Retour sur le pieu Dégagement des sacs lests entravant le dégagement du pieu



-



Rejoindre l’ascenseur et prendre le TRILOBIT Le Nautile sort le TRILOBIT de l’ascenseur, fait un changement de main pour le maintenir horizontalement et va le déposer sur le sol à 30 mètres du pieu sismique et à 10 mètres de l’ARMSS. Noter la position et photos de l’ensemble installé.



-



Rejoindre l’ascenseur et préparer pour larguer pour sa remontée



-



Rechercher le LOTOBS de référence , noter sa position et photos de la gamelle Géophone



-



Aller sur le site « JACK »
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Séquences Video Evenement



HEURE de



Nautile plonge Nautile au fond Ralliement pieu 1 Ralliement ascenseur 1 Ouverture couvercle Saisie SPAN Dépose SPAN Remise en place bulbe Ralliement pieu 2 Déverrouilage embase Séquence photo _ vidéo pieu Raliement ascenseur 2 Ouverture panier 1 Saisie ARMSS dépose ARMSS Ralliement pieu 3 Dégagement sacs /embase Ralliement ascenseur 3 saisie TRILOBIT dépose TRILOBIT Ralliement ascenseur 4 Préparation largage ascenseur Largage Ascenseur passage sur TRILOBIT Passage sur ARMSS Passage sur SPAN Ralliement LOTOBS point J Ralliement zone active "Jack" Route à l'ouest : accotement Retour sur "Jack" Largage pour remontée Nautile



8:02 8:35 8:52 9:01 9:04 9:17 9:21 9:32 9:44 9:54 9:57 10:00 10:04 10:09 10:19 10:46 10:53 11:00 11:03 11:13



8:52 9:01 9:04 9:17 9:21 9:32 9:44 9:54 9:57 10:00 10:04 10:09 10:19 10:46 10:53 11:00 11:03 11:13



11:22 11:30 11:36 11:38 11:47 11:54 12:24 12:53 13:09 13:24



11:22 11:30 11:36 11:38 11:47 11:54 12:24 12:53 13:09 13:24
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Campagne Chef de mission : Pierre Henry / Celal Şengör Travaux réalisés par le Nautile N° absolu de plongée : 1643



Date : 15/05/2007



Observateur Pilote : Jean-Paul JUSTINIANO - Nom : Christophe GERIGK - Spécialité : Photographer Navigateur engin : Franck ROSAZZA - Organisme : Géo Objectif(s) de la plongée : Photo mosaic of brackish water seeps observed during MARMARASCARPS cruise Coordonnées du point d'arrivée sur le fond - Longitude : 40,7846 - Latitude : 29,0588 Profondeurs explorées pendant la plongée - Minimum : 1104 m - Maximum : 1117 m Durée totale de la plongée :



7:33



Durée sur le fond : 5:59



Equipements scientifiques - installés sur le submersible : additional lights on Nautile manipulators. - transportés dans la navette : - mouillés en autonome : Travaux réalisés sur le fond - Distance parcourue : 2500 m -Travaux réalisés : Photography - Echantillons : - Nombre de bandes vidéo : 6 - Nombre de photos :
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MARNAUT 2007 Dive report



LEG2 16/05/2007-27/05/2007



Dive 1644 – 16/05/2007 Pilot: Xavier Placaud Co-pilot: Patrick Cheilan Observer: Boris Natalin



Objectives 1) Reconnaissance of the foot and the lower part of the western slope of the Tekirdag Basin, Marmara Sea, by making two N-S-trending sections (see proposals for the dive and figure included in them) 2) Investigation of the scarp made by the SFT-1 Fault on the flat surface of the Tekirdag basin 3) Investigation of morphological features of the region located between the scarp and the foot of the western slope to the north of the SFT-1 Fault 4) Studies of the foot and lower part of the western slope to the north of the SFT-1 Fault aimed at establishing of structural elements that may control the regular northwestern trends of channels cutting the slope 5) Investigation of morphological features of a transitional zone between the flat surface of the Tekirdag Basin and the foot of the western slope to the south-west of the SF-1 Fault 6) Studies of the lower part of the slope that is characterized by a smooth and even inclined surface remarkably different from neighboring regions of the western slope 7) Investigation of composition and structures of bedrocks constituting the lower part of the slope but locating at higher elevations than the region mentioned in the previous clause.



Dive zone and motivations The nature of the western slope of the Tekirdag basin is enigmatic. Its simplistic explanation as a normal fault controlled margin contradicts to some recent studies that interpret the structure of the slope as a result of compression. According to the second interpretation (Okay et al. 2004, Seeber et al., 2004), the compressional tectonic is caused by a change of the strike of a principal plate boundary along which the Anatolian blocks moves to the west and southwest. Namely, eastwest strike of the North-Anatolian fault to the east of the dive zone changes to the northeastern strike of the Ganos Fault to the west of the dive zone. The compressional setting leads to crustal shortening to the north of the plate boundary and therefore the rise of the Ganos Mountains. In fact, the underwater continuation of these mountains makes the western slope of the Tekirdag Basin. The suggested model implies that the passage the northern block through the deflection
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Figure. Geological features of the diving site 28



point should cause the change of the tectonic regime from compression to extension. The high standing Ganos Mountain and low standing floor of the Tekirdag Basin is a consequence of such a passage and tectonic regime. Thus, the structure of rocks constituting the western slope should reveal the transition from still active compression to more active extension. According the previous studies the main northeast-striking fault at the foot of the western slope, the Foot Fault, is interacting with two east-west striking faults. Both of them are detected by CHIRP profiling. The southern of these faults, the SFT-1 Fault, is located in the dive zone. It forms the scarp and cuts seismic reflectors detected by 3.5 Khz echosounding. The SFT-1 fault dies out about 4 km to the east of the dive zone. The detailed bathymetry suggests that SFT-1 fault dextrally displaces the Foot Fault for 0.4 km. All faults in the diving area are though to be active and thus controlling the emanation of fluids and gases as well as biological activity relevant to these emanations. The western slope is cut by numerous subparrallel NW-trending channels. Their regular pattern implies some kind of structural control. However, land studies of the Ganos Mountains provide no information from which such a control can be inferred. Finally, the lowest part of the western slope to the south f the SFT-1 Fault has a unique morphology that s difficult to interpret. There, the slope has a smooth and even surface having a rather sharp transition into a system of northwest trending channels up the slope. The transition may be interpreted as the westward continuation of the SFT-1 Fault. Why cannels do not cut the smooth slope? The answer to this question was a part of the dive plan.



Dive summary The dive can be considered as a detailed study of two N-S sections that start at the flat floor of the Tekirdag Basin and finish on the slope (Figure). The intermediate area between two sections was difficult for observation because the submersible moved down a steep slope.



The scarp of the SFT-1 Fault Observations started at 08:09 on the flat floor of the Tekirdag Basin. The floor is covered by bioturbated sediments doted by shrimps? cones made of white sandy material and surrounded by brownish material of perhaps the same composition. This irregular but even distribution of the cone can be used as reference frame for detecting of any possible processes modifying the very surface of the sea floor. At the beginning of the dive and later on I did not note any evidence of erosion by currents.
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The scarp foot was reached at 08:16 (Figure). It was well detected by visual observations. The scarp surface has a steep (~50°) slope in its lower part with gradual transition to horizontal position in the upper part. The detection of the scarp top could not be done without continuous instrumental control of the water depth. The scarp surface has appearance that is identical to the surface of the flat sea floor except conversion of circular shapes of shrimp cones into elliptical or strongly elliptical ones. These shape changes suggest a creep type motion of uppermost sediments down the slope. Large scale slumping or exposure of bedrocks have not been observed. The height of the scarp is 20 m. Morphology of the sea floor and 3.5 kHz echosounding profiling are the only criteria suggesting activity of the SFT-1 Fault.



The Foot Fault in the eastern section The location of the Foot Fault at the beginning of the eastern section was inferred from the analysis of the bathymetric map. I expected to cross this fault at 08:33. Observations from Nautile could not help in the detection of the fault position. A gentle increase and following decrease of the sea floor elevation for 2 m within an 80 m wide zone is the only evidence for activity in the zone of the inferred fault. Later at 09:12, we did crossed the boundary between a relatively flat sea floor and the steep slope. In front of this slope we observed abundant black patches stretching in the east-west direction (Figure). A number of reasons suggest the existence of an active fault with thrust component of motion in this place. Justifications of these reasons will be provided in the next section.



Western slope of the Tekirdag basin along the eastern section First zone of black patches After crossing the zone of the inferred fault at the foot of the slope I changed the direction of the transect to northeastern one. At 08:49 we entered a zone covered by abundant black patches. This zone is 300 m long and 30 m wide (Zone 1 in Figure). It strikes in the northwestern direction – 320-330°. Sizes of the patches vary from 0.2 to 2 m. Some patches reveal a distinct elongation other have equidemensional shape. Elongated patches can be traced for 5 and more meters. Northwestern strikes dominate estimated orientations of the elongations. Small (20-40 cm) patches have distinct dark color. Larger patches are powdered by white shells of bivalves. White strips of bivalve shells may rest directly on the normal bioturbated
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sediments being completely separated from black patches (e.g. IMGP0021.jpg). In places, patches have a perfect circular shape. In theses cases, a dark relatively narrow (5-20 cm) rim of sediments modified by sulfate reducing bacteria surround pile of white bivalve shell occupying the central part of circles. Besides, the black patches the sea floor is sported by tabular blocks (20-50 cm across) of sedimentary rocks. Our attempts to take a sample of these rocks failed. Pushing the mechanical arm of Nautile into sediments has shown that the arm does not go deeper than 10-20 cm. It means that blocks represent exposures of bedrocks. All of these suggest that recent sediments form a thin veneer above the bedrocks, which perhaps belong to the Kesan Formation constituting the Ganos Mountains. If this inference is correct, the northwestern elongations of black sports reflect orientations of fractures in the bedrocks that were used as conduits for methane escape. Having this hypothesis in mind we continued our transect in the northeastern direction and at 08:48 arrived to the northeastern boundary of the zone with abundant black patches. The strike of this boundary is 320°. The width of the zone along the transect is 25 m (Figure). At this point we turned to the southeast trying to determine how the strike of the northeastern boundary is consistent. The 320° strike was consistent for 35m and then changed to 330° (Figure). This strike was traced for additional 30 m and then it drastically changed to the east-west direction (Figure). Following black patches in this direction we observed the frequent occurrence of tabular bocks of bedrocks popping up among recent sediments dotted with black patches. Shapes of black patches along the east-western trending segment of the Zone 1 are remarkably different. All of them have equidemensional shapes and small sizes. Being within the zone of black patches at 09:12 we arrived at a foot of a steep slope where the Foot Fault controlling the western slope of the Tekirdag Basin should be. Thus, it became clear that the east-west trending segment of the Zone 1 can be related to this fault. The black patches indicate its present day activity. Note that the change of the strike of the Zone 1 is correlative with the change of shapes of black patches. Elongated black patches are characteristic for the long northwestern segment of the zone while equidemensional black patches are characteristic for the segment striking in the eastwest direction. Obviously, these two directions should have different stress state within the complicated stress field of the North Anatolian Fault. Two segments of the first zone with different strikes developed within a thin cover of recent sediments resting on the lithified bedrocks of the Eocene Kesan Formation. Thus besides the modern stress state, the geometry of black patches is mostly controlled by the structural skeleton 31



of the bedrocks. This inference was confirmed by observations made in the northern part of the Zone 1 where turbidites of the Kesan Formation are exposed. There, medium- to thin-bedded turbidites gently dip to the northeast –dip direction is 30° and dip angle is 20° (30°/20° in following text). Bedding is coherent and parallel showing a very low strain of rocks. Two systems of fractures dominate the outcrop: 330°/70-80° and 60°/80-90°. Both of them have approximately the same spacing varying from 2-7 cm to 20-40 cm. Further studies of these systems during the dive have shown that the second system striking to the northwest (60°/80-90°) could be a weak cleavage. In places, surfaces of this fracture/cleavage are coated with white bacterial films (e.g. IMGP0041.jpg, IMGP0049.jpg) while same films were never observed along fractures striking to the northeast. Observations at a foot of a rocky cliff crossed at 10:45 have clear show that black patches are controlled by the northwest striking fractures/cleavage. This system (weaken zones) was reactivated by the North Anatolian fault. Opening of the fractures of this direction for methane escape and creation of tensile crack emanating gases (see the following section) suggest the minimal principal stress is subhorizontal and oriented in the northeast direction.



The second zone of black patches and venting sites The second zone of black patches strike in NW direction parallel with the first zone (Zone 2 in Figure). These two zones are separated by a uniform 45-65 m wide strip of normal bioturbated sediments. In the south, a narrow (5 m) strip of black patches was found between them however equidemensional shapes of patches did not allowed to make a judgment about the strike of this zone. The second zone is 200 m long and 25-30 m wide. Similar to the first zone bedrocks are very close to the surface and tabular “blocks” of the Kesan turbidites in fact represent uncovered parts of outcrops. We managed to sample the rocks. Many black patches have clear elongation varying between 330-350°. Three localities of gas emanation have been discovered in the northern part of the zone. All of them are close to each other and connected by narrow continuous strips of black patches. Gas emanation occurs from elongated narrow (7-15 cm wide) opened holes in bedrocks. Walls of these holes are coated by thin films of white bacteria (e.g. see IMGP0028.jpg, IMGP0030.jpg, and IMGP0032.jpg). Detailed studies of these venting sites have been done by Pete Burnan during the separate dive on Walls of openings are uneven that is typical to tensile cracks. Their strikes are parallel with the general strikes of the first and the second zones of black patches.
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Zone of black patches at the foot of the western slope This zone is located at the beginning of the second transect (11:33) and stretches parallel with the strike of the foot of the western slope and consequently with the strike of the Foot Fault (southern part of the zone 3 in Figure). The assumption about the strike of the zone derived from tracing for more than 150m of a narrow (35-40 m) zone of black patches located at the very foot of the slope. Black patches located up the slope we observed only along the transect therefore their strike remain unknown (upper part of zone 3 in Figure). All black patches exposed at the foot are relatively small and have equidemensional shape. “Blocks” of bedrocks are present among black patches. A check of their in situ position has not been done. Emanations of gas were encountered in two localities: 11:36 and 11:55 The second region of black patches located on the steep slope. Its length along the transect is 150 m. Black patches are relatively small and of equidemensional shape. One locality of gas emanations were observed at 12:10 (see the upper part of zone 3 in Figure). Morphologies of black patches suggest that fractures striking 330-340° do not control their formation at the foot of the western slope at the beginning of the second transect. Random distribution of equidemensional patches implies squeezing of the material in the thrust zone and consequent escape of fluids and gases long tube-like conduits.



Segment of the west slope with the smooth surface The origin of the smooth morphology of the western slope remains as unresolved problem. Its region is bounded in the north by ST-1 Fault. The northwestern boundary is determined by steep cliffs consisting of Kesan turbidites. These cliffs are cut by numerous U-shape channels separated by ridges with relatively sharp crests. During the dive I did not observed blocks of bedrocks that could slide from neighboring cliffs onto the smooth but steeply inclined surface at the base of the slope. Along the transect, these blocks appear very close (10 m) to the cliffs. Besides zones with black patches, the smooth surface is represented by normal bioturbated sediments. A couple of tries by mechanical arm of Nautile has shown that this sediments are underlain by greenish-gray very sticky clay. A sample of this clay is available. To my opinion it is difficult to explain how this clay could be accumulated at the foot of the steep and high (>1000m) cliffs of Ganos Mountains. Tectonic elimination of a zone of scree deposits seems to be the most reliable solution of the problem.



Exposures of the Kesan Formation The continuous exposures of the Kesan turbidites started at 12:24. We observed these rocks in almost vertical cliffs till the end of the dive. Existing tectonic models (Okay et al., 2004)
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suggest that submarine continuation of Ganos Mountains represents a steep dipping (50°) monocline. Observation made at the northern part of the transect are in odds with this model. According to continuous observation for 500 m, bedding has gentle (11-20°) dip angle to the north and northeast. Similar dip angles and dip direction we observed in the north of the eastern section. Turbidites are medium-bedded. Bedding planes are parallel. This suggest a very low strain of rocks. Bedding is cut by two systems of fractures striking ~330° and 40-50°. Surfaces of these fractures are even suggesting their origin because of shearing. In places, the first system resembles a weak cleavage. Locally, surfaces of shear fractures striking to the northwest are covered by films of white bacteria (e.g. IMGP0181.jpg, IMGP0192.jpg, or IMGP0194.jpg) indicating on their later opening due to initiation of the North Anatolian fault. To the contrary, fractures striking to the northeast are never coated by bacteria. For some unclear reasons sponges and solitary corals prefer to dwell on surfaces of northeastern direction (see file IMGP0167.jpg, IMGP0177.jpg, or CapPh_008a.jpg).



Recommendation for the following studies\ 1) Emanation of gases and fluids(?) in the zone 2 occurs from bedrocks and therefore their chemical composition may be different from the venting sites in other places of the Marmara Sea. 2) A similar studies should be made for venting sites located in the zone 3 that is controlled by the Foot Fault. 3) The origin of clay material underlying the smooth surface can be resolved by coring. Establishing of well preserved sedimentary structure of disrupted structure of this rock in cores will guide us to find the explanation to enigmatic features observed during the dive.



Conclusions 1) Zones of black patches and gas venting sites have clear manifested structural control. 2) The zone 1 and zone 2 of black patches are controlled by shear fracture (weak cleavage) striking 330°. Being closed shear surfaces during their formation these fractures was opened during initiation of the North Anatolian fault. 3) Fractures striking 330° controlled the position of channels cutting the western slope of the Tekirdag Basin.
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4) The Foot Fault controls the orientation clusters of black patches in the southern segment of zone 1 and southern part of the zone 3. I infer that the northern part of the zone 3 is also related to the activity of the Foot Fault. 5) Geometric shape of individual black patches depends on the structural setting and consequently on the state of stress. Black patches in zones of extension or transtension often have elongated shapes. Black patches in zones of compression are equidemensional. My inference is based on local observation of the dive 1644. I think that think that all observation of black patches made during other dives should be checked from the point of view of this hypothesis.
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Nautile Dive 1645 – 17 May, 2007 Pilots: Rosazza Fauvin Scientist: Tryon Location: Tekirdag site near Jack the Smoker Objectives: Deploy 2 flow meters Collect fluid samples Collect push cores Collect microcat data Equipment: 2 flow meters (deployed by wire on prior night) 4 titanium syringe fluid samplers 4 push cores microcat CTD Dive narrative: The 2 flow meters were rapidly found at the drop location. Meter N, which has a pressure sensor added, was deployed at the drop location which is near the central OBS and the Jack-theSmoker site. We took a push core in this location. Meter K was carried to the escarpment for deployment. After searching likely candidates for deployment, and finding none that were optimal, the meter was deployed at the base of the scarp on a patch of sulfidic sediment. At this location a push core was taken and a water sample. The later was taken in the water column, not at the sediment. We traversed the scarp to the Jack site. On the way we passed over a line of sulfide patches coincident with the scarp but in an area where there was no scarp. White bacterial mat was seen on one small area with this. At Jack we acquired two water samples, one about 5 cm above the vent and the second at the top of the vent. A third sample was taken at a smaller vent visibly emitting shimmering fluids. We attempted to take a microcat reading at Jack but the handle failed and the task was aborted. We traversed back to the site where the microbial mat was seen and took a final push core. At that point we were out of time and returned to the surface. My impression is that, in spite of the high activity of Jack, this is not a very active site currently and the activity that exists is no conducive to the sampling techniques we are employing. There are a large number of black patches of sediment but they rarely indicate current activity as evidenced by their lack of visible live biology. The white spots seen on video and photos that were thought to possibly be bacteria were actually small white shells. These sites are most likely inactive or dead seep sites where the sulfidic sediment persists but the chemosynthetic communities have died or moved on. The indicators of current fluid flow activity appear to be restricted to the escarpment itself, typically exiting the face of the scarp or at the scarp-slope intersection. There appears to be a carbonate cap on the exposed scarp face with seepage primarily coming from the base of this cape. The fluid flow paths are likely along horizontal permeable pathways in the lithified sediment of the slope and vertically along fault controlled pathways. The latter may be diverted laterally along the base of the carbonate cap to exit at the scarp or their intersection with the fault. The one site of bacterial mat on sediment appeared to also be controlled by the fault scarp, only in this case the scarp was buried by soft sediment that has flowed downslope over it and through which the fluid was seeping. The top of 37



the scarp may be very close in this spot because we encountered hard rock on the first attempt to core there. There also appeared to be a subtle trough across the slope coincident with the black patches and bacteria patch. This could be potentially due to winnowing of the sediment by flow or, more likely by vertical activity of the fault since the time of the burial of the scarp.
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time



8:41 9:02 9:15 9:30 9:40 9:55 10:14 11:20 11:35 11:49 12:10 12:16:21 12:17:40 12:20:42 12:27 12:29 12:32 12:39 12:53 13:30 13:37



date



17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007 17/05/2007



on bottom K found N found N deployed push core 1 K picked up to move begin exploring scarp flow meter location found K deployed push core 2 water sample 1 begin sulfide patches on slope microbial mat end sulfide patches on slope arrive at Jack the Smoker water sample 2 water sample 4 water sample 3 microcat attempt - failed push core 4 end dive



description



PC-1645-4



FS-1645-2 FS-1645-4 FS-1645-3



FM-K PC-1645-2 FS-1645-1



FM-N PC-1645-1



designation



lat deg 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 48.418 48.244 48.244 48.253 48.247 48.238 48.184 48.162 48.164 48.172 48.176 48.186 48.187 48.190 48.197 48.197 48.197 48.197 48.197 48.184 48.184



lat min



lon deg 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 37.800 37.820 37.808 37.816 37.799 37.816 37.777 37.689 37.690 37.690 37.690 37.749 37.756 37.771 37.799 37.800 37.799 37.799 37.799 37.749 37.749



lon min 1112 1109 1110 1110 1114 1110 1109 1111 1113 1114 1113 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1113 1113



depth



sulfidic sediment with white bacteria



Jack the Smoker - 5 cm from orifice Jack the Smoker - at orifice Jack petit



sulfidic sediment patch at base of scarp sulfidic sediment patch background near scarp
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MARNAUT 2007



Dive 1646 South-eastern Tekirdağ Basin Date : 18/05/2006, from 07:04 (on sea) to 13:36 (on board) Immersion point : N40°42.977 – E027°23.405



Scientist : Mercier de Lépinay, Bernard Pilots : Patrick Cheilan, Séverine Béraud Localisation : South-eastern termination of Tekirdağ Basin, at the eastern mouth of Dardanelles canyon, offshore termination of Ganos Fault.



Dive objectives : Geometry of the offshore prolongation of Ganos Fault Sign of activity along the main fault and/or secondary structures, characterisation of the south Tekirdağ basin submarine landslide and its northern boundary with the basin itself.



Dive summary : The results of this dive have been somewhat disappointing : we were not able to reach our objectives. The main cause was the mechanical problem (gear blocked on the starboard side) that occurred in the first moments of the dive. We decided to continue with reduced capacities, trying to save the dive, but the time was short to reach the interesting area of the possible offshore termination of Ganos Fault. Before the incident, we observed and sampled the Tekirdağ cliff (European side), yet studied and sampled during previous dives]. At the toe of the cliff, we observed a flat area with a large elongated area of reduced black sedimented, with numerous shells of dead Lamellibranches and sea urchins. According to the previous dives, such black patches corresponds to actives fault (probably secondary strike-slips faults) At the base of the landslide (southern boundary of Tekirdağ basin) (with reduced capacities of observation) we couldn’t find any indication of tectonic activity : the topographic scarp is
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completely covered by smooth unconsolidated recent sediment, at less where we cross the assumed fault. We observed that the landslide is also blanketed by recent sediment, with infrequent outcrops of light-grey soft sediments (pelites or marls) showing disorganised bedding, pending parallel to the local slope at the place we sampled. This small outcrop on the landslide, at 750m depth, shows EW near-vertical fault gouge structures, perpendicular to the slope. Even if that direction fit with the prolongation of Ganos fault, we lack of continuous information to establish this interpretation. The presence of such prolongation of Ganos fault would also explain why we observe true outcrop only a this point of our cross-section, below the uniform blanket of soft, bioturbated recent sediment. Due to the low maximum speed of the wounded Nautile, we couldn’t reach the trace of Ganos fault, where it was discovered by the Victor-6000 microbathymetry during Marmarscarps cruise, missing the main objective of the dive.



Sample report : Sample Depth Nb (m)



1 2



Lat



Lon



Description



913 N 40°46.9254 E 027°25.0662 Massive obscure rock 754 N 40°46.137 E 27°25.4052 Light gray soft sedimentary rock (marl? pelite?)



Dive report : Time depth Heading (UT) (m) (°)



07:40 1060 07:50 1031



285



07:55 1000



286



07:59 995



233



08:00 980



287



08:03 957



282



08:05 949



284



08:06 939



289



08:09



Observations



Arrival on sea bottom : smooth sedimented area with numerous bioturbations (open burrows) Transit to the base of the cliff (first point of the dive) : flat, highly sedimented sea floor Sedimented sea floor is now gently dipping to the SSE Base of the Tekirdağ cliff : flat terrace after a 2-3m high smooth scarp, covered by grey/black reducted sediments, with numerous dead shells of Lamellibranches and sea urchins. On the slope, several blocks of hard rock Rocky outcrops, emerging from places to places from the sedimentary blanket, with hummocky surface : massive, black to brown rock. These rocks appears to be irregularly bedded (15/20cm beds), Small smooth ridge descending from the main scarp, trending roughly N-S (no visible structure) Chaotic outcrop of massive rock. An irregular dipping can be evaluated, approximately conform to the dipping of the slope, dipping to N135 (~) Smooth sedimented slope
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08:13 915



14



08:17 915 08:18



47



08:20 08:21 08:23



08:24



09:20 09:43 09:52 09:57 10:00 10:02 10:25 10:37 10:38



956 927 903 899 888 810 781 780



138 137 123 147 131 198 202 204



10:41 771



205



10:43 764



211



10:45 10:51 754



10:54 749



203



10:56 11:00 718



208



11:02 707



209



Massive, obscure rock, outcropping sparsely below recent sediment => Sample N°1 N40°46.9254 –E027°25.0662 Bedding N105 dipping 40° southward View of the sampled outcrop Several outcrops of a dark massive rock distributed on the sedimented slope Stratified outcrops Steep slope covered by smooth sediments, with fallen blocks of rocks Gear problems : we spent a while trying to fix the problem, unsuccessfully. The gear seems to be blocked on the starboard side : Nautile tend to turn constantly to the left. The submersible is not more able to run straight without the use of the lateral propeller. We continue the dive at a speed reduced at only 15 to 20% of the normal velocity. The vehicle appears very difficult to control, being oblique to the course with an angle varying in relation with local currents and topography. Muddy, flat seafloor, with many bioturbations (burrows) as usual The sedimented slope is slightly dipping northwestward Steep slope, (buried scarp?), covered by unconsolidated sediments Nothing to see (too far from sea bottom) Sedimented cliff Good view of bioturbated sediment on sea floor A fish (Selacian, small shark) The muddy slope is dipping to the SSE (left of the submersible) A fish (Selacian, small shark) Dip of the slop is now very steep : it’s a sedimented cliff (less bioturbation), no outcrop of bedrock. Outcrop of light grey sedimentary rock, with dense bioturbations. Unregular bedding in the same direction than the slope, 45° to the south. Strange animals on this outcrop, identified as Bonnelia [incertae sedis] (to be checked) Small outcrops of soft argillaceous grey sedimentary rock, with bedding pending to SSW. Sampling => Light gray soft sedimentary rock (marls ? pelites ?) Sample N°2 : N 40°46.137 – E 27°25.4052 Near-vertical slope (or cliff), roughly bedded soft rocks, highly fractured and triturated (fault gouge ?), pointing below a thin blanket of recent unconsolidated sediment, hell brown to yellowish. The “slices” of pelites are roughly E-W vertical and subperpendicular to the slope. Very steep sedimented slope, with small active micro-canyons A fish, swimming eastward above the very boring sedimented and bioturbated sea-floor. A little black shark
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11:03 702 11:12



210



11:13 655



209



11:17 11:32 12 :04 12 :20 12:37 13:03 13:04



642



184



544



235



491 466



252 226



Flat sedimented area, slightly West dipping A fish Flat stone, covered by sediments on the slope. Couls be a debris from above (?) Smooth sedimented sea floor (all along the next hour) A small shark Sedimented seafloor Sedimented seafloor (nice view?) A dark-grey Ray (Selacian, Raja) A bright red-orange shrimp END of this (catastrophic) dive
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Dive 1646



Sample list



Sample Depth Lat Nb (m) 1 913 N 40°46.9254 2 754 N 40°46.137



Lon E 027°25.0662 E 27°25.4052



Description Massive obscure rock Light gray soft sedimentary rock (marl? pelite?)
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Nautile Dive 1647, 19/05/2007 Scientist on board: Pete Burnard, CRPG-CNRS, BP20, 54501 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France ([email protected]) Pilots: Xavier Placaud and Jean-Paul Justiniano Objectives 1. Obtain photo mozaic of the 'Boris's Bubblers' (BB) site in the northern Tekirdag basin 2. Sample gas issuing from BB using PEGAZ pressurized gas sampler 3. Sample fluids from BB using multiple fluid sampler 4. Collect mussels growing next to gas emanations 5. Sample carbonates (crusts around or concretions/stalctites growing in the ponds) 6. Examine and sample fluids (with multiple fluid sampler) coming from probable bubble sources lying c. 2km west of BB, identified by EK60 survey the morning of 19/05/07 Equipment: PEGAZ pressurized gas sampler; MicroCAT; Titanium water sampler array (4 tubes); two 'biobox' containers Narrative. The venting sites were quickly found by heading upslope (NNE) from the dive location, passing over scarps with signifcant, extensive black patches, occasionally well-colonized by mussels. Boris's Bubblers (BB) consists of three small ponds, 1,5 - 2m along the longest dimension, aligned along a well-defined fracture which trends approx. 320; these were designated, from N to S, BB1, BB2, and BB3. The ponds lie on a small flat section several tens of meters across on the otherwise steep northern margin of the Tekirdag basin. BB1 and BB2. Bubble streams can be seen emanating from each of the ponds; the white material is almost entirely bacterial in nature, wafting around when disturbed. Wellformed (carbonate) crusts line the ponds; it seems unlikely that the hard rock at the pool margins represent bedrock, rather deposited carbonates.



mussel colony



BB1



BB2



BB3. Again, actively bubbling with masses of bacterial activity; here, a plume of bacterial material, disturbed by the passage of the submarine, rises up along with the bubbles.
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Once photographed, the PEGAZ sampler was placed over the bubble stream coming from BB2; it took some time (25 minutes) to fill the funnel to overflowing as we had to rise, let sediment settle, and after some delay continue filling the funnel. After, Ti samplers were filled from as close as possible to the bubble streams coming from BB2 and BB3. MicroCAT surveys were taken in all ponds, but an instrument malfunction resulted in no data collected. The temperature log (attached to the Ti samplers) did not show any temperature anomaly (all at 14.8 °C). A core was succesfully taken from the pelagic mud next to BB1, from directly over one of the small holes seen ubiquitously (with the aim of trapping the organism). A second core was attempted in a black patch, with lots of white bacterial filaments on the surface; however, this core was unsuccesful. We then went to make an instrument exchange with instruments in the elevator, which took a long time (50 minutes between leaving the BB site and returning); however, on returning, a fourth bubbling pond was discovered, lying a little to the north of the main fissure. Depressingly, a white plastic bag could be seen inside the pond. Samples of mussels were scraped of the small flat area between BB1 and BB2 and deposited in the biobox (there did not appear to be many mussels in the box from inside the submarine, but at surface, a good number had been collected). The most promising carbonate crust appeared to be from BB4 where a shelf of crust projected over the pond, facilitating sampling; this was relatively easy to break off. A second instrument exchange with the elevator was required, in order to redeposit the bioboxes in the elevator. From the elevator, we set off in search of the bubblers identified from the EK60 survey, unfortunately unsuccesfully.
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Passing upslope (030) from descent point; large angular blocks (0.2 - 1 m) of rubble lying unoriented on sediment on an extensive black patch; many mussels, mostly dead on the sediment floor and black patches but alive on blocks; blocks often covered with a white film, particularly on one side



Comments



1075



cleared from large black patch onto sediments with slight greying; all mussels dead; some dead sea urchins ; no blocky rubble exposure of bedrock; angular fractured blocks with black patches with bacterial colonies at base and in amongst sediments; heavily sedimented between outcrops 1073 blocky talus (irregular, jumbled, angular brown blocks) on steep slope, sitting ontop of black sediments with mussels growing on blocks; some blocks with white bacterial material on one face (?? Westward) 1071 into flatter sediment no black patches; some curious linear depressions (oriented ?? 330, few cm wide, 1m or so long), very occasional large rounded boulders heavily draped with sediments (eg at 8:28). Generally poor visibility 1069 first sight of Boris's Bubblers (BB) from 4,5 m above seafloor in poor visibilty. Essentially see the white track of the southernmost part of the fissure and the southern most pond (BB3) 1056 photo mozaic of Boris's Bubblers 1056 nice zoom into BB3 clearly showing how the fissure changes angle just north of BB3 with white bacterial mat on east side without much black sediment, and plenty of bacterial filaments and masses within the hole; plume of bacterial matter rising from the hole 1057 zoom into BB1 and BB2 showing mussles (sampled later; see entry# 26) and details of carbonate crust at 8:52 1057 taking PEGAZ sampler; rinsing with seawater 1040 started accumulating gas from BB2 in PEGAZ sampler 1057 cloud of sediment; had to rise up to clear PEGAZ of sediment 1057 continued filling PEGAZ funnel from BB2 1057 PEGAZ closed 1058 1047 rinising of PEGAZ funnel 1058 replaced PEGAZ in basket; took fluid sampler 1057 Fluid sample taken in BB2 1058 1047-6 Fluid sample taken in BB3 1059 1047-5 microCAT acquisition; microCAT emplaced well inside BB1, 2 and 3 but malfunction of microCAT = no data 1058
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Point # Time (UTC) Immersi Sample



51



30



29



28



27



26



25



24



23



22



21



20



13:59



13:20



12:54 13:07



11:49 12:03



11:24 11:38



11:05



10:49



10:38



1106



various



1061 1067



1071 1057



1082 1066



1058



1058



1061



stumble on new bubbler (BB4) a few m off to the N of the main fissure but well to the east (20m) of the other bubble sites; similar in appearance to other BB sites with well developed crust. Very active bubbling (and a plastic bag in the bottom). core taken in soft sediments just to N of BB1, directly over small bio hole (shrimp, fish, crustacean?); corer did not completely lock closed, half core lost Core 8 core attempted in small black patch with plenty of bacterial activity c. 20m N of BB1; core only penetrated few ( 
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